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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMNYIISSION

In Lhe. (ILLctre oF-

CONSOI DA.IL1 IDTSON COMIPANY OF 
NIW "YOV' ., 1 NC. Dccket No:. 50-247

(indian Point Number 2) 

Westchestor Couty Courthouse 

Courtroom 1200 
111 Grove Street 
White Plains, New York.  

Wednesday, 22 September 1975 

Prehearing Conference was convened pursuant to 

notice in the above-entited matter at 10:00 a.m..  

BEFORE: 

SAi4UAL JENSCH,. Esq. , Chairman, Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board 

R. BEECHER BRIGGS, Member 

DR. FRANKLIN C. DAIBER, Member 

APPEARANC+ES: 

STEPHEN LEWIS, Esq , MICHAEL GRAINEY, Es .,.. and 
RICHARD BROWNE, Esq., on behalf of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Staff, Washington, D. C.  

SARAH CHASIS, Esc., on behalf of the Hudson River 
Fishermens Association, National Resources 
Defense Council, 15 West 44th Street, New York, 
New York.
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APPEARANCES (Continued .).  

WEPNER KUHN,: Esq., on behalf of the New York State 

Atomic Energy Council, New York State Department 
o Environmental Conservation, 80 Wolf Road, 
A-lbany,. New York..  

EDWARD J. SACK, Esqg., Consoli.datcd Edison,. 4 Irving 

1]ace, New York , New Yo r I: , ONARD J. 'ROSTEN 

and EUGENE PIDELL,. Leb -ouF, Lam Leiby &.MacRae, 

1757 N.- Street, N. W, 'ashington, D.C,- On beha.lf 

of Consolidated Edison.
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P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Please come to order

This proceeding is a Preh o,-rinq Conference- in the 

Matter o f Consolidated Edison Companv oF New York, Inc. in 

reference to, its Indian Point 2 Station. These proceedings 

are reflected, in Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket Number 

50-247 and OIL PDR-26.  

This proceeding is related to a recuest filed by 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., sometimes here

inafter referred to as the Applicant, for a determination of 

the preferred closed cycle cooling systerm.  

Consolidated Edison Company of New York,, Inc..,

also sometimes referred to as the Licensee, requests that the 

Commission approve the Licensee: determination of the natural 

draft wet cooling tower system as the preferred: alternative: 

closed cycle cooling system for installation at Indian Point 

Number 2.  

The Licensee filed a request for a hearing, in the 

event that any parties in this Proceeding requested a hearing 

on the proposed 'amendment which w ould be reflective of that 

de termination.  

The Intervenor, Hudson River Fishermens Association 

has requested a hearing. This Prehearing Conference was con

vened in accordance with an order issued on September 9, 1976 

specifyLin this date by agreement of the partTies, indicating



barb4 I their convenience for a special prehearing conference at this 

21 timc and p-lace...  

31 i Public notice was given of this order convening 

4 a prehearingconference which included distribution to tie 

5 scveralmedia in the ar ea'as well as publication, in the 

6 Federal Register: which is: the.: official register of public, 

7 notices hy agenciesof the Federal Government.. The order 

81 was given publication in Volume 41 of the Federal Register.  

9i. at page 38830 and was published Septe'mber 13, 1976.  

10 At this time, may there be an appearance- on behalf 

11 of the parties present here. on behalf of the Applicant? 

12' MR. SACK: Con Edison is represented by Edward J._ 

1:31 Sack.. Tie address is 4 Irving Place, New York,. New York.  

14 Appearing with me a.lso is: Leonard Tros-ten and 

15 Eugene Fidell of-'the 'firm of. LeBeouf, Lamb, Leibv & MacRae,, 

16, 17 57 N Street, N.W.., Washington, D. C.  

17' CHAIRIMAN JENSCH: Thank vou, sir.  

181 Appearance on behalf of the Regulatory. Staff'? 

19 MR.. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman:, my name is Stephen Lewis 

201 re.resenting the Staff of' LeNuciear Regulatory Commssion.  

21 Co-counsel today are Mr. Mlichael Grainev and Mr. Richard 

22 Browne.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I guess I haven't met him vet.  

241 Thank you, sir.  beha 

nc 
25' Appearance on behalf of the Eluds'on River
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Fishermens Association? 

MS. CHASIS. sarah Chasis, and I am appearing on 

behalf of the Huds n River Fishermens Association-. My ad-

dress'. is .te Naturl Resourcc. Defense Council, 15' West 44th 

Street, New York, New York.  

CHA IP IAN JENSCH. Do I'sav ma'am or .,s? 

MS. CHASIS: Ms.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any appearance on behalf 

of any other party to the proceeding? 

MR. KUHN: Yes.  

Werner Kuhn. I-am an associate counsel with the 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. I 

am appearing here today on behalf of the New York State and 

the New State Atomic Energy Council..  

I think it.shc'uld be noted for the record that 

New: York State has been in the process of s\me regulatory 

changes, that will be moving the responsibilities for reore

sentation of the State's interests in Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission. proceedings from the State Atomic Energy Council 

which has been ab-olished, to the, new State Energy O ffice.  

However, the new State Energy Office has not vet 

come into formal being and has not yet been staffed. And a 

formal notice to that effect will be coming out in the very 

near future.  

In the meantime, the Atomic Enrerav Council
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continues to represent the interests of the State.  

CHIAIRMAN JENSCH: Did you just say the Atomic 

Energy Council of New York has. been abolished? 

IRN. KUN: It's responsibilities are beinq trans

Eeorred to the he % S Late nercrv O f -i c. 'Nhi- ha 3 riot vet bcen 

cohipleted being se~t up.  

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: All right.  

Is there any other appearance on behalf of any 

other' party in this proceeding? 

(No response.-) 

-I -hear. no such request.  

In the order convening the prehearing conference 

the Board suggested that members of the public who desire. to

present statements by way of limited appearance may desire to 

attend to hear the presentation by counsel so that. their 

Oresentations by way of. limited appe.arance can be made in 

light of the presentations made here. Those statements will 

be received at an evidentiarv session if one is convened in 

this proceeding.  

In any event, all members of the public are wel

come to attend.  

The Board has received comrmunications from the 

parties in reference to the suggestion of the Board to indi

cate the matters which irc believed bty the arties, either 

collec-tivelv or incividallv, concerns for this orehearing
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conference.  

The latest communication was received, fortunately, 

yesterday, f rorm the National Resources Defense Council. There 

was a, eter, 1believe, whic we, received in sort of a public 

document Lstr.iI)Lon da tcd Sep tembe. .3th. from the Reulatory 

Staff add.ressed • to '"Gentlepersons," ,,ho were listed in + various 

sections, saying that there was some thought about stipulation 

Has any stipulation been achieved by the parties, 

or among the parties, for this-proceeding? 

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, since the illusion was 

in my letter, perhaps I will address that point. There is'a 

stioulation, that has been drawn up. It is not presently 

signed by the parties., I believe that each of the parties 

present today ban speak for itself as to the state of their 

agreement to the things stated therein; that, for example., in 

the le-te-r from Ms.. Chaisis, .the. Provision.s' and s:ioulations 

are in fact set< forth in the letter.  

So, T believe that we do not have a formal stipula

tion to present to you today: However, I believe that in the 

comments of the various parties', a substantial degree. of 

agreement among them as: to the issues in the proceeding will 

be set forth. And perhaps by that means, we could subse

quently follow up with a formal s tipulation on the record.  

CHIAIRMAN JENSCI[: Very well 

I do' not seem to '-ave presently available the
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original request by the Applicant that wzhen it filed its docu-.  

ment on or about August 1975 for a hearing, if the hearing 

were requested I see a copy is being provided.

(Counsel handing document to Board.) 

Thank you. We will return this copy. It is avail

able: for r.eview -by all parties. it doesn't appear to be 

anything other than the copy that was originally submitted.  

And there are no notes or anv additions to it.  

The reason I wanted to refer to it is to utilize 

the specific language which was set forth bv the Applicant 

in its request. the statement being that the Licensee re

a uest a hearing with respect to its application for facilitv 

license amendment which was filed December 2, 1974.  

And Con Edison urges that the relief reauesting 

the apolication. for amendment be granted and the request for 

hearing, is. in: a' sense conditional to, either; A) i f some partVy 

requests and hearing and Con Edison joins the request -- or 

rather,. would appear and participate in the hearing ---or, 

if the Regulatory Staff concluded 'that some other fort of 

closed cvcle cooling other than natural draft wet cooling 

towers was. preferable; Con Edison then requested a hearing.  

And i , in that event, the document by Con Edison 

states that Con Edison request a hearing also cover-- and 

that also is in reference to the alternative that if the 

Reulatory Staff concluded that somethinq other than the natural
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draft wet cooling tower. is prefereable, then Con Edison re

quests that the amendment to ap-rove because of" the time

needed, for the desiqn include an extension of the date beyond 

which operations. with once-through cooling, will .not be per

m i t .Lcci 

I understand: from the papers which have been 

filed that the.Staff does not disag.ree with 'the proposal by 

the Licensee for a natural draft wet coolinq tower and there

fore, I take it; that paragraph which is on page two is not 

.applicable or pertinent to the proceeding.  

It appears from what I have read from the documents 

that all parties app:ear to be in agreement that a natural 

draft wet cooling tower is the preferred closed cycle cooling 

system; is that c-orrect? 

Regulatory Staff? 

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman-, that is correct.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermens Asso

ciation?5 

MS.. CHASIS: That is correct.  

....-CHAIRMAN JENSCH: State of New- Y.ork? 

MR. KUHN: That is correct.  

CHAIRM-AN JENSCH: I hand you back vour document.  

(Board handing document to counsel.) 

Does that dispose of the proceeding as requested 

by the: Applicant•?
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That's all they wanted was a determination that 

all parties -agreed Io the preferrod closed cycle cooling sys

tem. And as I"underStahd it, evervbodv has:,agreed..  

Does anvbd,, hIave a pronosod Form of' order for 

C, fl I 1 J d e I 7 i' 1: 1 y oU 1., * o Y 1 C I I-( .1 I L,1n1c' 

M-R. .SACK: Mr. Chairman.  

CHA IRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me.  

MR. SACK:- There are a few other issues which have 

arisen..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: How? 

MR. SACK: Because Of the. passage of time and 

because of the Final Environmental Statement.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Have I seen any formal docu

ment? Has Applicant submitted any formal document amending.  

its orLginal. request.whi-ch was filed in 1975, that document 

to which i jus.t referred ,, that I ust returned to Mr.. Fidell.? 

Have you filed. any formal document for anything additional? 

MR. SACK:: No, sir. We have not. filed any formal 

document. We have ,, in our letter to: v.ou dated September 14, 

19761, we have out-lined what we thought were proper issues for 

this proceeding. And that can 1be considered an amendment of 

the request, if you so deem that an amendment be required.  

CHAIR.,'AN JENSCH: Well, I don't think there has 

been any. publication in that regard ofthe initial matters.  

We do have the letter .from the Ap plic.nt, but there hasn't been
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any formaidocument seekinq anything, enlarging the original 

request, as I understand it, from the Applicant, which was, 

filed in August of 1975.  

MR._ TROSTEN:. Mr. Chairman, may I speak to vour 

point for just a moment.  

I believe, sir, tha-t it. isl customary with regard 

to prehearing conferences that the issues be developed at the 

prehearing conference prior to any formal filing of an amend

ment.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I thought the issues were de

veloped out of the formal pleadings which had been filed? 

MR. TROSTEN: Well, let me put it this way -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Isn't that correct; yes or no? 

MR. TROSTEN_: No, sir; I really' don't think it is 

correct. I thin] that it certainly has been my experience, 

Mr. Chairman.: The pleadings that are filed- formally at the 

outset of a hearing are quite formalistic and that I have 

not recalled a situation in my personal experience, sir, where 

there has been a very formalized amendment of the pleadings.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: How do we deal with intervenors 

accept with formal pleadings? I recall the presentation by 

many of the applicants: They insist that this is the applica

tion and on formal filing by the intervenors and let's not 

onlarge anythincj or got beyond. thc realm that is so envisioned 

And we are going to hold a strict line. But sometimes it
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varies; is that the case? 

MR.- TROSTEN: Not necessarilv..  
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, it is convivialitv among 

.1N JEN-H 1 7. , .  

the- attorneys for the -parties; is- that it? 

MR. TROSTEN: It is true that the attorneys in this 

case. are conviv:ial..  

'But the point is, we have been trying'to develop 

such a formal change in the, stipuation. That is really what 

has been going on, sir. If you had the stipuation -- had the 

stipulation been signed, it would in effect have represented 

a formal amendment, certainly from the App.licant's: point of 

v iew." 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:- Do you want some time to look 

at that matter now? 

MR . TROSTEN-: 'Mr. Sack and the others would cert 

ainly be, prepared to, address the mat ter. We are prepared., 

Mr. Chairman, to sign the stipulation. It is really just a 

matter- of administrative convenience that the stipula-tion has.  

not bee sirgned, which would amount to formal amendment of 

the pleadings..  
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think if all parties do sin 

a stipulation, it does'provide a basis for further considera.

tion, but lacking the stipulation, I just wondered whether 

the rule that the. icints have.. .alw-vs urged at those pro

ceedings that we are coing to hold it tight to what the
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13.  

application is and we are not going to look to any water 

reactor when a. pressurizer is being proposed; we are not going 

to: Look at. any other cooling- towers unless there is some ade

quate basis.. And it gets a- little flexible in here.  

MR.. TROSTEN- I think you are right, Mr. Chairman:,.  

that it is very important at all of these proceedings that w.e 

have a c:lear understanding of what the issues are and. not 

deviate, from them.. And it was to that end that counsel for 

the Regulatory Staff originally instituted the process leading 

to the preparatioh of the stimulation so that we would be 

following the same pattern, indeed, •sir, that you have iden

ti fied.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You say it is administrative 

convenience that it hasn't been signed-.. You mean you. haven't 

.had the, time to vis it, or think about it or sign .it' physic

ally?". If you would li:ke to take a. minute - my- thought is 

that. we are not .going to stop for lunch if we don't. have to 

-and we-will go right throuqh -- But f we can take a few min

utes to sign the document, we would be:glad to do that -

MS:. CHASIS: Mr,. Jensch -

CHAIRiAN JENSCH: -- if that will. exoedite the 

proceedings.  

MS. CHASIS: Mr. Jensch; speaking on behalf of the 

Hudson River Fishermens Association, for certain reasons, I 

am unable to sign off on the stipulation today. I have not
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had final authorization from my client. I anticipate that 

that authori..oa will be forthcoming so that. while we may.  

not be able to'proceed with it. today, I think it. can be fairly 

stated :that it will. be- forthcoming.  

C[HAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you. ha.ve a- draft of the docu

ment that we might be reviewing as we discuss -- a.l you.  

parties•-- discuss various parts of it? 

..MR. TROSTEN: Yes,, sir.  

CHAIRMAN.JENSCH: Do you have enough copies for 

the members of the Board? I don't mean to interrupt your 

presentation, but _ think it would be helpful.  

MS. CHASIS: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRP1AN JENSCH': Do you have the document in 

front of you? 

(Counsel distributing, documents.) 

(Pause..) 

CHARMAN JENSCH:- Mf. Lewis has handed us three 

copies of the document.  

Is. there an objection to our looking. at it without 

these persons indicating precisely what we have received? 

I don't hear any objection.  

Excuse.me; Mr. Sack? 

MR. SACK: No objection to that.  

I wanted to men:tion another noint. Getti.ng back 

to your first point, the issue I want to raise primarily is
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one of schedule. And this request for hiearing says request 

for hearing with respect to. application of facility license 

amendment filed on December 2nd. The'schedule was an inherent.  

partL of th-a t 1[_oli ca.tion.. • TPhere. is set forth in. that anplica

Lion the -- boLI -Lhc. terms o - the I cense pursuant to which 

was submitted and the schedule which woulId then foll1ow as:

prescribed in'the license..  

So the issue that we want to have resolved at this 

hearing is the current status of that schedule. So I would 

think that that issue would be within the scope of this re

quest.  

CHAIRM.AN JENSCH: Well, speak, then, if you will, 

to the schedule that you envision..  

MR. SACK: The license as you know provides that 

if all regulatory approvals are not received by December 1, 

1.9-75., the date for. termination • for operation of the once-.  

through cooling system shall be postponed accordingly.  

Now we all know .we did not receive all -- Con 

Edison - did not receive all regulatory. approvals 
by Dec

ember 1, 1975. So the question is: What is: the postpone

ment of the legal-criteria which govern that postponement? 

We originally addressed the letter.to Mr. Ruissey 

stating that the postponement was clear on the face of-the 

license. The Hudson River Fishermens Association contested 

that interpretation and said that there was no automatic
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postponement and ra.ised several .other issues that said we.. were 

not entitled to.. a postponement and then later auestioned 

whether". the Vill-ag.e of Buchanan- proceeding.was. grounds: for 

postponement.  

So that is an, issue in conten-tion. And we think 

it should be properly resolved by this Board.  

Con Edison.'s views were set forth extensively in 

the correspondence. There is a letter addressed to you, Mr.  

Chairman, dated August 24, 1976, in which -, this was in 

response to a telephone conference .. and Ms. Chasis asked 

for an explanation of our re-asons, for the delay and we set 

them forth at length.  

So there, I think. it is up to the other parties 

to state in what respects they. disagree with the position set 

for.th in. that letter.., 

And.. then we would seek a. determination, of that 

issue- as: part of this hearing.  

CHAIR AN JENSCH.: Well, as I understand it, the 

Hudson River Fishermens Associa-tion has raised the principal 

position witl respec t to this matter..  

Will you address tha-t? 

MS. CHASIS: Yes, i will.  

First of all, I, would like to say that it is our 

position that .the orirarv issue raised by the licensing 

amendment of Consolidated Edison is the preferred type of
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system. And the Fishermen have urceOd and pressed the Staff of 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to, act on that amendment.  

And the. Fishermen have been deeply troubled bv< the failure of 

the Staff to. proceed on that license .mendment- expeditiously, 

aL 1. o w i OW t J Iot : fi t I i X I : :l L-( r< t i fl of1 fi~ c cflv ro ru n ro t atl , i s s u es .  
a . Lo i- i I- I, -... 1. 1 1 1. L i o ". .of . • e i . S S t .1 2 .  

And we h.ave taken the position that that is the 

only approval. which is outstanding which could impede. or 

affect the May 1, 1979 date of the oresent license.  

But there is no other approval which is required 

to proceed with construction of the closed cycle cooling syster 

which is outstanding. The Village of Buchanan denial of the.  

zoning variance has been overturned in the state courts. And 

while appeal to that matter is pending, we feel that it would 

be entirely inappropriate to defer the date for installation 

off the: closed cycle system pending the outcome of" that: legal.  

proceeding, which cOuld- be many, many months.  

So that our position is that. once the NRC has 

acted -- and we urge that -that action be taken as quickly as 

possible -- that nothing stands in the face of the Applicant's 

proceeding with theconstruction of the oreferred type of 

system. So we urge that that issue of the preferred type of 

system be decided and then the question of the effect in the 

delay in the achievement of all the requisite approvals be 

dealt with, but not in a fashion as to impede the decision on 

the preferred type of system.
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CHAIRiAN JENSCII. Thank you.  

Does the S taff care to speak to that? 

MR.. LEWIS':,- Yes, Mr.. Chairman.  

First of. all, Mr.. Chairman, I believe that the 

route. bv which the issue of scheduling gets in-to a proceeding 

is thrOugh- the license provision, the operating li-cense, provi

sion, which does set. forth the May 1, 1979 date of determina-

tion of operation with once-through cooling.  

Now, that date is., of course, stated to be 

conditional upon receipt of or .receival of all governmental 

approvals required to proceed with construction by September 1, 

1975.  

The Staff, therefore, believes, and the other 

parties agree that the issue of whether or not all such 

governmental approvals had- in fact been obtained by the 

licensee. is -an issue in this procee.ding.. And. in fact, a:s. you 

can see from the stipulation in front of you, that issue is 

specifically enumerated.  

I t. is enumerated. in two parts:, the first oart 

being whether or no:t all. such governmental approvals have, in 

face been obtained; and -the second sub-part being if they 

have not, what is the effect upon the M11ay 1, 79 date of such 

failure? 

s.r. Chairman, I be lieve that with resoect to 

proceeding exped tiously on the amended -proceedinq regarding
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the choice of the type tower, the Staff is ce.rta-inly prepared 

to propose today a.nd try and reach as much agreement as we 

.can on" a:, schedule- for an evidentiarv hearing on this matter.  

At the same time wec believe that there is a. legal.  

orat J. ,t q(t,; ,L I .-- ci al i s . which i. L. i (ei[u-sIti on of 

.what are the various required governmental.approvals? 

Is. the issue of effect of failure is determined to 

be the. case to have received. the approval to be an evidentiary 

matter,, that the parties are willin.g to stipulate will. be an 

evidentiary matter at the hearing -- but we are certainly 

prepared to agree to a schedule that would provide for going 

to hearing on that basis,, and we believe the- Board should 

also establish a briefing schedule so that they have before 

it the views of. the parties on the other governmental 

approvals: questio.n-..  

CHAI4RMAN,, JENSCH.:,, What is the schedule you believe 

might be. proposed? 

MR. LEWIS: Unfortunately, I have not had- the 

opportunity to discuss this with the other parties.  

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: .What. is your proposal? 

MR. LEWIS. It is my proposal that-.an evidentiary 

hearing on this amendment procedure would be feasible some

time during the month of November of this year.  

It would further be my suggestion that because of 

the fa-ct that the Staff anticipates the possibility of
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some fairly vigorous limited appearances in this proceeding 

from non-parties, that an intemediary date,, perhaps during 

the month- of October, b& establi:shed. for s-,s sion in this 

area to receive limitedT appearances..  

StLa F F wou '(1 1)10Fri C] (. at. .- m the s tabl i shmen t 

of a transcript record reflecting the scope of the limited 

appearance concerns, and it would enable us to determine 

what expert witnesses we would require for the evid.entiary 

hearing.  

So I would have a two-part suggestion, therefore: 

that a session for the receipt of limited appearances be set 

for sometime in. October; and a schedule for the evidentiary 

hearing in November.  

And i t would be: my expectation -- which can be 

nothing more .than that at this time -- that the hearings in

this: proceeding- would, not require: more than one week., 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are you implying that by having 

the. prehearing or, rather, the early session for statements 
by way of limited appearances be held here or i-n this region..; 

and that - the evidentiary session would be held in Washington: 

or Bethesda? 

MR. LEWIS: No. I was simolv -

CHAIRMIAN JENSCH: Would that be an-agreeable 

consideration for the parties? Or what is the view of the 

parties abou~t the. locatiorn of the evidentiary hearing?
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MR. LEWIS.: I am sorry.  

Well, I t1hink Staff would prefer to have it here 

because, in fact, our r.esponses to limitedappearances..in, any 

event., a-s .well as any othner matters that are of interest, to 

pcople in this area wouL'd, of course, be presented at that 

time.. . , . ..

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: * Well, we will defer on. that

for a while.

MR. KUHN: Do you wish todefer-on that particular 

question of the location? 

CHAIRPAN JENSCH: Either that, or your thoughts abou 

the evidentiary hearing? 

MR.. KUHN: Certainly, I Will address both.  

With respect to location of this hearing, first of 

all, we. feel. strongly that they should: be held, the evidentiary 

hearing.s as well as the: hearings. for limited appearances, if

you establish two.dates for hearings for those purposes, locate 

here so 'that peopler from -the affected areas may attend and 

be informed. and also participate to the extent that it is 

reasonable and possible to do so.  

With respect to some of the other issues that 

Ms. Chasis and Mr. Lewis have been addressing, first of all, 

we do agree that the whole-question of the delay of the date 

by which closed cycle cooling should be instituted should be 

considered as soon as p ossible. But we do agree with the
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basic idea tha.t the choice of the particular closed cycle 

cooling, system is- an independent question, and not tied in any 

way to the question of the suitable delay.  

But we are agreeable to having that particular 

cluestiou1 o[ Lho die.I .ay cons idered -by your Honors, iC it is 

determined that that is the appropriate way to- go, at the 

earliest suitable date. We would not want to see a choice.  

of the particular type of closed cycle cooling. system be 

delayed in any way. We have been urcjing and Pressing and 

•addressing that this choice be made as rapildly as possible 

and, based upon adequate investigation, and also adequate 

evidentiary hearings..  

And we believe that is the first-order of business; 

.and- with respect to the question of whether governmental 

.approvals have been received, and then what would be the 

appropriate delay,, if any,, in the imolementation of c-losed 

cycle cooling -- that should come -- it may run on the same 

track, but it obviously does no.t have to come at the same 

time.  

We also feel that there 'is- a need for an evidentiarl 

hearing. We have some reservations concerning the adequacy 

of the Final Environmental Statement.. I may address that 

later on in this proceeding, if you wish me to address it 

today.

We do not in any way feel that that prevents us
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• from entering into the. stipualtion. we are in agreement that 

the preferred type of closed cycle cooling should be the 

natural draft cooling tower.  

However',. we are concerned that the Nuclear 

Reg-ulatory Commission, and your:.selves, have an adequate 

.evidentiary basis and an adequate, environmental impact 

review upon which to make and reach your decisions., And for 

that reason ..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I interrupt you? 

The Board does feel that a stipulation alone would 

not be sufficient for its resolution of the matter. We have 

not received a great many reports which have been identified 

from time to time in several of the communications which have 

passed among the parties.  

We. have not seen the R&D work that has. been done: 

sznce our last hearings, and other reports have been made about 

what data they are getting from their program on the Hudson 

River. We here on the Board will identify some of those 

documents that we want to have as soon as the parties can. send' 

them to us, as soon after this date as possible,- because 

I am sure all the parties recognize that the Atomic Safety 

and-Licensing Boards do not find ,their opinions motivated bv 

a stipulation alone; and don't sing "here" when it's presented.  

So wc will wanL a great many o' these reports.  

that, the parties have been considering, and which may have
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.been some of the background for the Final Environmental 

S'tatement.  

Excuse. me:,_,I don'.t want to interrupt you,. gentle

.men-..., Wil you go, ahead and speak generally whore you find

some deEicien.cies in the Final Environmental Statement? 

MR. K U-HN: Well, your Honor, generally -- and I 

am afraid I have to, address it generally, because my technical 

staff has been unable to be here today to support me in this 

endeavor -- the Department of Environmental Conservation 

on behalf of New York State did file sets of comments on the 

Draft Environmental Statement.  

To a considerable extent, the Final Environmental 

Statement did not adequately resoond to those comments, in 

our estimation. We would utilize the evidentiary hearing, 

hopefully-, to explore the more. important of those comments.  

Some' of them 'are obviously relatively negligible

and' others are of more importance.  

CHAIRPLAN JENSCH: May I interrupt you.a moment? 

Would- it be possible for you and your, associates 

to submit in some written form your- comments., and where you 

find the FES has not dealt with the, original comments on the 

Draft Environmental Report? 

MR. KUHN: Yes, sir., your Honor.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: So we wi_l have .a chance to 

review it and not take up too much time, or, rather, need not
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take up too much time to have some summary of your position.  

MR. KUIN:; Wc would definitely undertake to doathat.  

In particular we have already discussed to. some extent with 

the NRC Staff' ou : FC .illgs. concerning- the F'S.  

On - ma j.(I- a ra oi conce rn r1el. a1es to the scope 

of t h e analysis, the extent to which. the analysis.-does: or does 

not deal with the impacts, the overall impacts, including 

the environmental impacts of the alternative systems at the

full design operating capacity of the facility, as opposed to 

the present license capacity of the facility.  

And we have had some further discussions concerning 

that matter this morning; the Final Environmental Statement 

was not entirely clear in.our estimate,. in our opinion, 

concerning, for instance, the environmental area. It now 

appears that all the -environmental analysis was done based.  

uo this ,-f.ul.l operat:ing capacity as oo-osed. to. the ..licensed: 

operating capacity.  

And that, of' course., is the design capacity for 

theiclosed cycle cool.ing system as well.: If that is the case, 

that should lay to rest a considerable extent of. our concerns;.  

although we believe'that the full analysis, the full environ

mental analysis, including economic aspects, should also .be 

done based upon this full operational capacity.  

So this is our major area of concern, and we will 

be glad to explore this in, a letter to the Board and to the
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parties, to explain in, more detail what our feelings are con

cerning how the evidentiary hearings may supplement the 

Final Environmental Statement.  

CIIA RMAN J!:VNS'C[I: TPhank / yoi.  

Ai) l .i_ C: 1ti L-? 

MR. SACK::. I would like to add a few comments: 

First, I think I would like to join the other 

parties in recommending that hearings be held in this area, 

as you know, there is. high feeling in the community concerning 

these cooling towers.  

Now, I think I should inform the Board that the 

attorneys for the Village have taken the position that they 

would waive some of their rights or somehow relinquish some of 

their legal position in the State case if they. participated 

in an NRC proceeding. And that may explain the absence of' 

anyone: from, the Village here, this 'mornin .  

And it may explain their absentes at the hearing.  

There is no way to know now whether they will actually 

attend the hearing.  

But, in any event, 'I wouId think if it would be 

possib.le that we would all be: criticized f i t were not held 

in the local area.  

I would also like to: comment on the suggestion 

that these proceedings somehow bc Ii furca ted into two stages.  

It is absolute-ly impossible to separat the designation
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2.7 

of the preferred alternative from the schedule because once 

you designat6 the preferred alternativc, what is ConEdison 

to do.? 

Weare then: placed in a complete dilemma._. We have..  

proceeding in good faith with the schedule up to the, very-.  

critical point where we are actually going in-the next stage 

to commit money in our behalf and in behalf of our suppliers.  

CHAIFUAN JENSCH: Excuse me for interrupting.  

I don't quite understand your statement, that is,.  

if a seDarate or rather partial initial decision were issued 

accepting the proposal for a preferred closed cycle cooling 

system, would that prevent you from starting- to dig right 

away, and getting the material and getting going? 

And how long it takes you to get it done may be 

a subject of later determination., But you would not have any 

prblem in knowing what you. had -to build-, would.. you? 

MR. SACK:. That is- correct, but we would not know .  

whether we. were required to proceeding, on what scheduled we: 

were required. to proceed.  

CHAIRIMAN JENSCH: As fast as you could, isn't that 

good enough as a schedule, without having the kind of date that 

hangs in the air that says, "well, we. are going to get it 

done in three months or come in and extend it"? Have them 

pick up their pLcks and shovels and head over the hill, and 

you could be ready in a short time. Don't you keep that as a
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kind of a guide, to do everything as fast as you can? 

MR. SACK:- UntiL we have resolution of the Village 

of Buchanan- issue, we think -- that is, that we do not have 

regulatory approval..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCIT: Tell me a little about that, if 

you would, please? I am sorry to interrupt you, but if you 

don't mind? 

I thought somebody favored us with a copy of a 

decision that indicated the Village of Buchanan zoning was 

inferior in scope to the authority of the Public Service 

Commission and, therefore, you were allowed to proceed? 

MR. SACK: Of the NRC. That was a decision of the 

lower court.  

CHAIRMAN .JENSCH: We have a recent- if you'talk 

about levels of'courts, it Seems to me there. was a decision 

this summer, July 21, 1976, a tMidland caseV and. a Vermont 

Yankee case, and I understand that some of.the parties keep 

saying, we are thinking of appealing, but nobody's laying 

down and rolling over when they hear those words.  

The Commission has stepped right in and said, we 

are going to implement those decisions right away; that is 

our basis for proceeding. Why can't we do that here? 

MR. SACK: Because the Village of Buchanan is 

not taking the position that the Commission too< in that case; 

they are taking a contrary position.
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And, if I may explain the history -

CHAIR4AN- JENSCH:. Isn't the law uniform? As, I 

looked at the cases.when this" came: inone of our last hearings 

I do riot know of a single case along the Hudson River.  

w1h(,tre d '.l.'wt , Ll; idu i.:. roli ot LI r mun i c 1.1.l i Li , where Town 

Zoning Ordinances have been lheld.,to, be, controlling over .a 

determination by the Public Service Commission that authorized 

you to proceed in construction, how that may conflict with 

some Town zoning.  

Is there any case you. can cite? 

MR. SACK: Well, in New York State, the Public 

Service Commission.doesn't issue orders like that.  

CHAIPI.,LAN JENSCH: I: thought thei.r authorization had 

the effect of superseding the Town zoning.  

MR. SACK: No, under New York law we-cannot, until 

very recently we could not build • a.. plant in an area which 

did not conform! to the local zoning rules, for an industrial 

location..  

Now, there has recently been adopted a new 

State siting law which does not apply to Indian Point, under 

which a. generating siting board which has representatives of 

several State agencies, can- overrule local authority; but 

that is:"very new. It has not been.applied yet.  

But the general rule is that a plant has to be 

located in an industrial zone.
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CHAIR MAN JENSCH:- I thought ConEdison itself had 

some cases against Tarrytown, or Yonkers, or some such, relyinq 

on some orders of the Public Service Commission. Now, maybe 

I am in error; but that was my recollection.  

MR. 'SACK:. That. -- if they are not relying on 

orders. of the Public S'ervice Commis:sion, that is a doctrine

of New York State law, which the Court in Westchester here 

did not pass upon; but it is a doctrine of New York law 

that the local community cannot interfere with the constructio 

of an essential utility facili-ty.  

CHAIR IAN JENSCH: Yes., 

MR. SACK: Now, the-Village of Buchanan is arguing 

that the cooling tower is not an essential utility facility 

because ConEdison has not been ordered to construct the 

cooling, tower, and has not been. ordered.. to construct a natural 

draft cooling tower.  

CHAIRM.AN JENSCH: Well, maybe that is the first 

order. of busihess;, to remove that problem, get out a partial.  

initial decision right away, if everyone is agreed here? 

If the Board, upon review of thel data which we have just 

requested., agrees with 'Che stipulation of the oarties, .will 

the Applicant. and Sta-ff please submit a proposed form of 

initial decision, and accomplish that objective within, let us 

say, 10 days of today.  

Let us set the date.
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MR.- SACK:. Well, Mr. 'Chairman 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me just a minute.  

.It is. now September 22nd., how about October'1? 

That .secms to be. a good ciate. Sep tomber, 30 is a date already 

taken [or some environmental report on has ic management; I

don't want 'to conflict with that date.  

.,So, how about Friday, October 1?- Will the, parties 

submit.a proposed partial initial decision in line with the 

expected stipulation; and if the Board agrees -- so that .we 

may. get out a n.initial decision• on that right away, it will 

help your- considerations perhaps in the court;• and that wili 

take care of the ordering clause.. And we will bifurcate it 

in some wav.  

MR. SACK: The amendment just say the natural 

draft system is the pre:ferred system. I don't think there 

wa:s: any- language there that ,requires7. us to: proceed with 

construction that meets that point.  

But that's only one issue in a very extensive

proceeding.

If you will let me explain? 

CHAIRMAUTN JENSCH: I. think there has been-a movement, 

I think this,.recent Qolicv statement, while -it is related 

to waste management and fuel reprocessing, it expresses a.  

view Of the Commission as it has i.n the several instances in 

other cases where you can get part.ial initial decisions out
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and Boards are encouraged to do that -- if it is only for LWAs 

or any other %ay -- to try to conclude what you can- a-s, soon 

as you can..  

So. I: think the: Board. will be. dispo-sed-. - although 

we have not. Ild II(I( cl l ,I r _ - .- [ hi k I Ihe i3oard would be 

in a. position to assist the.parties in every way we can 

and exped-ite the proceeding -- end quote, period.  

MR. SACK: On the facts of our proceeding, I think 

it would b.e .grossly unjust to ConEdison to put it in a.  

position where it would have to jeopardize-its resources of 

itself and its customers on the prediction of how the eventual 

decision on scheduling and the effect of the Buchanan 

situation on the schedule is ultimately going to be decided.  

If you decide. separately that this is the preferred 

system, we are in a dilemma.: we do not know how to.proceed.  

CHAIRMAN: JENSCH.: Do it as- soon as vou. can.  

Don't you. like that? 

MR. SACK: -We do not have the final settlement 

of the dispute with the Village of-Buchanan.  

CHAIRVAN JENSCH: You don'thave the final 

settlement of waste management and the fuel reprocessing 

case either; and yet the Commission has proceeded to implement 

the court decision as it presently stands.- And I think, that 

is an indication to* L.cnsing Boards to accept that approach 

as a procedure.
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You've got one court decision; are they going to 

the United States.Supreme Court as well. as the Court of 

Appeals?% Are we. going to wait, to find out?)

MR. SACK: Well, if you will permit me to explain? 

MR .C - .. W ., I ., .. .1 

CHAIRMAN JENSC.: Please -tel us how you are 

jeopardized-by wan-tingto proceed -- you do want to proceed 

as. fast. as you can, don't you? 

MR. SACK:! Once we have all regulatory approvals.: 

That's what the license says. That's what the Appeal Board 

says in the prior case, when we have all the regu.latory 

approvals..  
Now, the Village of Buchanan is not taking the 

position that the Commission is taking in the waste manage ment 

case. In the wastemanagement cases the Commission lost-a 

decis.ion, and they are deciding that they will abide by the 

Iowe-r. court decision.- .  

Now, the Village of Buchanan did not do that.  

Now,. what happened in this proceeding., as I 

indicated in. some of the correspondence,. subsequent to filing 

a cooling. tower report December 74, there was an eruption 

of opposition to this cooling tower far beyond anything we 

had imagined was possible.  

There are very strong ifeelings in the community, 

and it spread, throughout Westchester County. Now, we 

wanted, we thought that our facts demonstrated a sufficient
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case L o get a zoning variance. -So we-- and that would have 

eliminaLed' -the problem as qulickly as possible.  

We applied '.f.or the:- zo.ning, variance., Tha-t was.  

.denied on-- the, gr 0 unds . that: we. Lad not yet been ordered to.  

bui1 (1 1. 1( cO ,O 1(1. [:.()w I 7e , ,"id .)il 1.-I e * .o n wema lture...  

They really didn't pass on the merits.  

So we appealed that to the Supreme Court of 

Westchester County. Westchester County held, first of all, 

that the effect of the license was to require construction 

of a. tower, construction of a closed cycle cooling system...  

So I don"t think we need any further assistance on that 

aspect of this matter.  

Then they went on to say, instead of remanding 

to the Board to consider the merits; of the Application, they 

saw that federal preemption app:lied- because of the deci.sion 

of the NRC, a _federa.l agency, the. local zoni ng -board was 

prohibited from interferring with the construction of a closed 

cycle- cooling system..  

Now, once: they made that decision, they converted 

this. proceeding into a very important constitutional case.  

It .is the first case that I am aware of that holds that the 

N.RC. NEPA jurisdiction can't preempt local zoning rules -- and 

this is an important_ constitutiona-l point -- and the Village 

of Buchanan appealed to the Appellate Division,. which is an 

intermediate court of appeal in this State.
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We urged, we filed, a motion for them. to bring 

on the: appeal in the June term; that was .denied. And it was 

put down to the September: term. And it was argued in the 

Appellate Division just yesterday.  

The .. is no way -o prec t LC. how long it will take 

the: Appellate Division to reach a decision; but until we 

see at least Appellate Division's decision on this case, we 

have no justification for proceeding with construction; if 

Appellate Division were to reverse, and send it back to the 

zoning board, the zoning board could prevent or enjoin the 

construction; and we certainly could not start on it.  

CHAIRMAN J.ENSCH: These things, there is a term 

I think that has been quite popular, or was until July 21; 

whatis "remote and speculative" to inquire about. So you 

can envision some. horrorsl here that would have us just 

aghast',, I-am.. sure._" 

But we have to start where we are now., And when 

you talk about jeopardizing and all these things, we like 

to:.hearyou say it, but.we don't think it means very much; 

because right now you have an order of a court that you can 

proceed with the'construction, and we will help to assist you 

in every way we can, and expedite the case..  

Now, what happens tomorrow, at which time an 

order w.ill issue, we will have to play it by ear; but let's 

not sit down and roll over because we think a cloud over the
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horizon is going to make it very difficult..to see.  

MR.. SACK:: Well, Mr. Chairman, I submit that 

a. case- that has just been: argued, that is pehding, before, an 

Appc late Court,. a decision that. can go, either. way, is. not 

a remo- specula tI o n.  

Now, we are talking about demolishing. a wooded 

area, excavating the side-of a hill; these are. all major 

undertakings that should not be undertaken while an authority 

to do that work is still pending before the courts.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Supposing the decision comes 

next April and says you can go ahead; it's.lovely to have 

waited that long, but I don't think it helps- at all..in this 

situation;. that if' you. can proceed now, -- and maybe you will 

be right.  

Are, you arguing that your lower: court decision' 

was right.?* 

MR.. SACK:. Absolutely. We argued with diligence 

at that proceeding that that decision should be upheld.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right, we'll believe you.  

(Laughter.) 

Can't we proceed upon a basis of your representa-.  

tion that the lower court is right? 

MR. SACK: I am pleased to have your concurrence, 

but that was an argument I made, because, to make that 

argument --
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CHRAIRN JENSCH: You don't believe it? 

MR. SACK: I believe the arguments are generally 
correct, but if the lawyer makes the-arguments that his 

client, instructs. him,, wha-t, he personally believes I don't 

think is oar ticula rly imTpo rtan.Lt.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -That may be, but what i-s your 

view here? Don't you think you have a valid order to 

proceed? 

MR. SACK: I believe we do not have a final 

order. It is on appeal.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I understand that.  

Do you feel you have. a valid order from a court 

that you can. proceed at this time? Or do you not? 

MR. SACK: It is a valid order but it is not a 

final order.  
I .do no t have all regulatory approvals required 

to proceed with the construction of a coo.ling tower.  

Now, the fact that it may take until April or 

longer to. have a decision resolved is simply a fact of modern 

life, that -once you get into a litigation situation, which 

we try to avoid by proceeding before the Village, but once 

we get into thi:s kind of situation, it it impossible to predict 

how long litigation will take.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It's almost as bad as 

regulatory delay, isn't it.
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(Laughter.) 

MR., SACK: I won't comment on that.  

But.it. is, simply a fact of modern .-if e: that when.  

you .ae faced with a determined, opposi.tion, litigation c.ould 

ta].,e' a on. ti me,-and we are flacecd wi Lb. ha L kind of oppositiol 

in that case with- the Village of .Buchanan.
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CHAIRMIAN JENSCH: I thought that! regulations, for 

instance, of the Nucle-ar Regulatorv Commission, as soon as an

i nitial decision is issued. by: a, licensing board,. a construc

ti.on pe:rmit can be issued. There is a rush. to the s.ite tha-t 

rnakcs the Go]d i Isuh look Ii ke a Iackwa rc, wal.king.  

(Laughter." 

And while the intervenors -- those people who 

are sometimes called intervenors -- appeal to the court; it has 

never held youi up a bit or anybody else in the nuclear -busi

ness and .they pay no more attention to whether it is. a f:inal 

order subject to appeal, the case gets argued -- in fact, as 

I understand it, there was a case argued-in about May of. 1975 

and. it was decided in July of '76, but as I understand it, 

everything had been going on.  

You don't think you can follow that for. this, 

though:, because it is under appeal. in this case?

MR. SACK:- There is a completely different legal 

situation where we, are having the safety hearings concerned-.  

well, first of all, limited work authorization allows vou to: 
a .tha i s oe< h 

oroceed on th'at site. And all that is-done is the work site 

preparation which won't be lost -

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: Well, take the construction oer

mit. The utility, as I understand it, they rush to go ahead 

and the appeals have gone on' without any concern on the part 

of the utility" having a construction permit.
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MR. 'SACK: But the appeal is usually concerned 

.with backfitting. of one system' or another.. It doesn't affect 

the. basic,. licensing of the. site. But here we. have a completeIl 

different situatiOn- where a,, major constitutional point -- and 

I L i k :i L -i. . ': i ( C:( i.i: i I I1.i , (...: ; n.. l e .oIr;o'0 1L:t i:ve 

authoritiv under the National Environmental Policy Act, and 

it involves the Commission's jurisdiction..and they did not 

see fit to participate in that proceeding. Just as the Village 

of Buchanan doesn't participate in this proceeding, the 

Comm:ission is not. participating in the Village proceedings.

So the Fishermen did intervene in the State proceeding and are 

assisting us there.  

But we are in a very serious battle -and it is im

pos:s ible to predict the outcome and it. is far from specula

tive.  

(Board conferring.,) 

MR. BRIGGS-: Mr. Sack, Chairman Jensch and. I were 

j.ust.discussing the schedule that you propose to use.. And I 

think it..will be important to look. at. that and see how great 

the jeopardy is. I wonder;. do. you start. digging the dayyou 

get the approva.l from the Village .of Buchanan, or do, you start 

digging six months after • that? 

MR. SACK: Sir, let's see: the schedule is the 

next -- some, of these early letters -- well, I have the 

schedule. It changes from time-to-time. Our schedule
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exDer.t is. hare and he can corrcct me, but the --- after ob

taining. regulatory approvals, it is six months between the 

dateo fina-1 approval and jactual construction in the ground;, 

it is. the three months to incorporate the fina:.--, incorporate 

the agencv recommendlations afnd the Fi.nal engineering.. And 

then one month to issue bids,, one month to evaluate bids,., 

and one. month to mobilize the' contractor.. This is for- the 

excavation.  

At the same time, I believe, we are awarding the 

bids for erection of the cooling tow,-er.  

Nbw these are not paper activities. When we try 

to get bids from a contractor, that involves substantial time 

and expenditure on his part. And frankly, some of the con

tractors are disturbed that we have gotten so much informa

tion. from. them without ever giving them a: contract. So we.  

really can't - proceed down even these si-x months when this 

situa.tion' is indefinite.  

And the- one point I wanted to add to what I said 

before is essentially we, are interpreting a licensing pro.

vision which says that. we should not Proceed until we have al-l 

requlatory approvals. And the question is: What is meant 

in the License and the Appeal Board when theysaid "all re

gulatory approvals." 

MS. CHASIS: The Hudson River Fishermens Associa

tion agrees wholeneartedlV with >r. jensch 's recommendation to
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issue a partial decision on. the quest-ion of preferred type of 

system. And we are very. much of the, oinion that the Village 

of Buchanan denial of the zoning vari-ance. -Ls not something 

which, may. hold .up. the schedule-..  

We Lbi-nk that what- would he ap1.)ropriate -- we would 

like to' suggest to the Board that there be. a briefinq schedule 

.of the legal issue of whether or not Con Edison has received 

all requisite approvals, and that issue should be dealt with 

in the partial decision that the Board is contemplating is

suing so that the type of system and the issue of whether 

all outstanding approvals have been-received are resolved., 

Then there will be no impediment to the commencement of the 

activities which have been described.  

And I think there will be a period of time and 

hopefully the Appellate. Division will have come to a decision 

within that peri.od. But we see absolutely no reason- for Con 

Ed-ison's deferring: commencement of constru.ction activities 

,pending the litigation.  

CHAIR'N JENSOH: Isn't there a rule that if a 

decis-ion can be upheld on any ground, it will be upheld' " that 

is,, aside from thIe federal preemption that has been rai:sed 

by the lower court. There is another around to sustain the 

lower court's decision that will be uti1ized to sustain it.  

So this phase off the ffderal preemption may not .be too con

trolling for determinatLion of the finality of the situation?
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I just suggest that as a possibility that may arise.  

Did you consider that in your. brief? 

MR. S ACK: Yes, s.ir.- In our brief we did mention.  

a.ll of' the arguments t ha-L we have -raised below,, includin the.  

sLlLc doctFUl lO. o1 hl ic. k.l. i I v n c !,-; L y 

CHAIRMAN JENSCHI: Necessitv or what? 

MR. SACK: Buchanan replied that the Court, the 

Appellate Court, could not consider that araument because the 

court below had not passed on it. And it was not that that 

was in their brief. It was not discussed at the oral argu

ment.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, may -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You seem to be quite frightened 

by their argument rather than being assured by the decision 

of the lower. court... That's the problem. I have with your 

approach thLis matter., 

MR. SACK: Well -

CHAIR ,LIAN JENSCH: I always thought that lawvers 

were encouraged with 'what the courts have done and not -with 

the arguments .that have been: going on about the -

MR., SACK: Well, when the court has two arguments 

before it, I am not going to predict victory or predict which 

way they will decide. A court can obviously decide either 

for Con Edison or for :the Village of Buchanan.  

CHAIRMAN JENISCH: There is no one else in the
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case; is. there? 

MR. SACK: Well, the Fishermen are intervenors 

on our. side, but the court can decide either way, and even 

though Ithink I made. the appropriate-arguments, there is no 

way to tell how it will. come out.  

MR. TROSTEN.: Mr. Chairman, may I just address 

the point of the partial initial decision in this proceeding.  

Con Edison is certainly desirou-s to move this proceeding along 

as fast as w.- possibly can.  

CiAIRMqAN JENSCH: And conclude construction as fast 

as you-can.  

MR. TROSTEN: Anything that can lead us to the 

point whera we can have assurance adequate to begin construc

tion, we are in favor of doing and in favor of proceeding.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: i don't know if that is cuite. an 

answer, . bu-t proceed.  

MR. TROSTEN: We certainly feel that as early. as 

possible we would like to get into the evidentiary phase of 

this hearing. As we see it, we have the following- matters 

that we need to cover: 

There are the FES issues that Mr. Kuhn mentioned 

this morning. There are some questions about monitoring con

ditions which we could.get into a little bit later today which 

hav.e to do with -- which could conceivahly be common hearing 

issues that we can discuss a little at a later point. We
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MR. TROSTEN: The, only reason why I mention that, 

Mr. Chairman, is simply this: 

i personally feel t-hat it is going to divert the 

Board's attention to try to, stop in midstream and issue. a 

partial initial decision as opposed to just getting this hear

ing over with and issuing a final decision.  

CHAIRM4AN JENSCH: I think that is a reflection 

on the efficiency of.any Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 

that they would be stopping. in midstream. We: can swim the 

works a-nd we will be, ready..  

- MR. TROSTEN: You know, Mr. Chairman, there is : 

always- this problem we face in other proceedings,. and as 

Applicants,. we-: always have the question: Should. we: ask the 

Board to stop and issue a partial decision and go on, or 

should we j us.t ride throuch the e ntre m ater 

Now there are several, legal issues that need to 

be resolved. We submit that the briefing schedule should be 

set; tile question of whiether or no: we have all regulatorv 

aoprovals; what is the meaninq of the license condition in

have the limited appearance which Mr. -Lewis indicated this 

morning may, well. be extensive, at least the Staff at- least • 

anti-cipates -on the basis -

C HAIRMAN JENSCH.: We, are: not worryingabout ,taking 

c-are of that. We will. take care of. tW.e limited appearance 

time.-"
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this case has. to be resolved.  

An intimately rclated issue which is also identi

f ied in. thits stipulation is: What is the effect of failure to 

receive all regulatory approvals upon thc actual schedule? 

And we sumni, r, tha.t the ehi Lu do i s ([CL as quickIy as 

we can with both the brief'inq and the evlidentiary portion of 

the hearing. We -are not ruling out the oossibility that 

somewhere down the line somebody -- the Board may conclude 

that expedition calls for a partial initial decision.  

T frankly submit, sir, that I think we would be 

better off we could- just get through the entire matter and 

get the Board's final decision on this matter. But I really 

think at this point that; A) it is premature, and in all 

likelihood, it is going to orove to take more time than other

wise: to have the partial initial .decision issued on part of 

these., issues..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Board would have to give.  

co nsideration to these matters, but. will you just keep 

October 1!st in mind for the submittal of .a proposed partial 

initial. decision authorizing construction .preferred -- let 

me get the words -- preferredalternative closed cycle 

natural draft wet cooling tower -- so that everybody has 

everything in there. And you will he able to take care of 

your contractors if you are worried that they are gettihg less 

from you than they are giving you and that sort of thing.
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So, the Board will have. to decide that.  

MR-. TROSTEN: Yes, sir.  

MR.- LEWIS:: Mr ... Chairman, .perhaps. -

C[IAIkMAN ,JENSCtL We can con ceive off aIl.., kinds of 

legal- issues that wji.ll rcam up the -aner, but I don't recall any 

serious .uestion, about this in hearings: 'h01i. .yes;.. as, soon as we 

get the other regulatory approvals well, we will be ready to 

go right ahead. And I think .there was some enumeration of 

some things in there. I have forgotten just what the list 

is, but -

MR., SACK: Mr. Chairman -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -- as Iunderstand it, it is a 

uniform system- of juris.prudence in the State of New York that 

Con Edison has enjoyed the results of it, that they can go 

al head with the co.nstruction of these pants as tthey-have done 

up: and dowmn*,..as I. understand: it, the Hudson:. River.  

And while you. are now seemingly absolutely aghast 

at the fact that. somebody is- appealing some order, I think 

the record, of high- achievement in the past in these town 

zoning matters should give you some encouragement to go right 

on and. deal with it a.s the Nuclear Regulatbry Commission has 

done in these recent waste management and fuel reprocessing 

cases.  

M4R. SACK: Well, Mr. Chairman, you have a very 

generous view of Con Edison's record of suiccess. I assure
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you we have lost some., We have lost some: of the cases as well 

as we have. won tliern. We lost .-- and- in just my research for 

'this; cas.e,- we have lost some substation, zoning :cases'. where we..  

wanited to-. build them .,: where., :they heldT the s-tate doctrine. did.  

not apply. Power plants we. have built that were all in 

industrial, zones, we had the'support of local communities,..  

as we have, had the support of the Village of Buchanan up un

til this time.  

So we have never constructed anything in opposi

tion of local communities. And that includes the proposed 

Cornwall plant where the local community is very much in 

suopor.t of the project.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Just out of curiosity, what is 

the -status of Cornwall? 

MR. SACK.:•. I. think Ms:. Chasis is more familiar 

wi-th that than I am., T think it is about to, start up aga-in, 

I think.  

.S. CHASiS.: Well " 

CHAIRNAN JENCH: What; the controversy or the 

construction? 

MS.. CHASIS:: The controvers-v on the fishery ques.

tion is very much alive. There w.,ere hearings, as you orob

ably know, in the fall of 1974. That was two years ago. And 

in the midstream the. co miany recuestc.. a deferral of those 

,hearinqs pendina completion of their fisherv studies. And

I
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barbil 1 the Commission granted: tha-t request. And the Court of Appeals 

2 upheld .the qrant of the request but stayed construction of 

the pro-jlect pending: completion of those hearings. 

4. Now.- they were ordered to come in with a report on.  

5 August 15., 1976 on the status of the project, both on- the 

.6, economic/finhancial: grounds as wel as on- fishery issues. Con 

71 Edison did so and the parties have responded to that sub

8 mission. And the Commission, the Federal Power Commission, 

9 will be determining in the coming months-what kind of sche

10 dule for the fishery hearings is appropriate and whether or 

111 not to reopen:the whole licensing proceeding as they have 

12 'been requested to do by Scenic Hudson, Preservation Conference 

131 of the Hudson River Fishermens Association.  

14 CHAIP4AN JENSCH: Thank you.  

15. Have Vou finished,- Mr. Sack? 

16 MR. SACK: Yes, I' think, so:.  

17 CHAIRM.'UAN JENSCH: Well, where are we now? Do we 

18 • have anything further to discuss? Or should the Board take a 

19 recess. and. consider the suggested schedule that Mr. Lewis 

20* proposed or do the. parties desire to have a recess and. see 

21 if they can sign subject to authority being given to the 

22i Hudson River, Fishermens Association representative? 

23. MS. CHASIS: I would to speak to the schedulinq 

-R 24 of the evidentiary question. I think.- that it makes sense to 

2e-Fedbral Reportersv Inc.  25 move as raiiv as possible-and' I am concer'ned a-bout a date
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of November. I thin.k many of these issues. now have. been re

viewed by all the parties and we should be prepared to pro

ceed more ex IpeditLitously than thal. Sol that:I would propose 

that the evidn.thiary h ea ri I be. scLt For some time,30 days,.  

: or ealmlple,L Fom todLy;7 th a t is, aL Lhe end. of October.  

And I think, that We should all be able to meet 

that kind of a schedule.  

The other thing. I would like to address is the 

question of the date.for cessation of once-through cooling.  

We have no propos.ed schedule from the company and I think 

that the Board should request Con Edison to submit a Prooosed 

schedule for cessation of once-through cooling. .And I think 

then. the. Staff should undertake an evaluation to determine 

whether that schedule represents the minimum feasible time 

for cess-a:tion of once-thrauqh -cooling and s-witch over to 

closed cycle cooling:.  

And I. think that the Staff has a very serious 

obligation here to .do that because 
it has been resnonsible 

-for the delay that has occurred in obtaining --. in Con 

Edison's obtaining the NRC approval for the ty-pe of system.  

So I request that the Board direct both Con Edison and the 

NRC Staff to undertake those two tasks prior to. any eviden

tiary hearing that would be held.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCT: As i say, the, Board has not con.

sidered this and we will t ake a recess in order to give some
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thought to these matters.  

But I think the Staff is to be complimented on the 

extreme. so.licitation for .the statement by. way of limited 

appearances. That is the C rs:t. time I have ever heard of a 

hearing in. an evidenLiary matter to be. delayed so that the

Staff could take due consideration to the suggestions that 

would be coming in by way of limited appearance. In fact, I 

have had the imoression in reviewing some-of the records that 

the Boards have allowed limited appear.ors' to only have five.  

minutes and rush on because. everything else was ready to 

blow. And I do think that the Staff has been very courteous 

and considerate of the limited appearance people.  

But I likewise want to exoress my admiration for 

the efficiency of the Regulatory Staff in being able to deal 

with other statements in other cases by way of limited appear

ance in be-in moreread ily ab-le to respond quickly and fully.  

to the suggestions that are made. And therefore, I person

ally am having a little difficulty wondering why 30 days is 

a necessary time for the rapid res-ponse of instant replay of 

some of the presentations that are made.- And I have the 

high regard for the Staff to believe th-at, they can do a lot 

better. than 30 days to turn over statements that come in from 

members of the public, because they have been able to do it 

in other. cases by letting people talk for five minutes and 

sit.
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So unless there is something further, I think per

haps the Board should take a few minutes recess and see if, 

we, can -, is< there anything- else we, can do on brief legal.  

issues? I like Liat. bLce. - 0-conI" ures up al.l subpoints and 

minor points and micro points- and macro points.. And we really.  

have.to begin to deal with.'really: Should the closed cycle 

preferred alternative natural draft wet cooling tower system 

be adopted? And I think the Board will want to consider a 

stipulation that is submitted as well as the data that we have 

indicated that -- perhaps in a general way to say that all 

R&D work-that has been exchanged, among the parties since the 

time of our last hearing will be: submitted to the Board so 

we can review it in- the meantime.  

And if the Board decides that should be acceoted as 

the. Board.. may decide- to issue the. dec.is-ion, partial initial 

decision, and then we will try to accommodate.-the suggestions 

for a. schedule.  

Unless there is, something further, we will take a 

recess.  

MR. SACK:. One thing .i,-n -connection with what Ms..  

Chasis said: WNe have submitted schedules from time-to-time 

and they have all been based on the schedule that was reached 

in the Apoeal Board decision in Indian Point 2. And if we 

want to review that. acain -

CHAIR-MAN JE[N.]SC.[[: What was date of cessati-on of
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once-through? 

MR. SACK:, The last one we submitted w_ well,. i t.  

depends upon. the da.te- you assume: for receipt of a.l req.ula-" 

tory: approvaIs -The last .one we: submitted assumed . .  

CHAIRMAN. JENSCFI: Supposing it is October. Let's 

see;- if you submitted a. proposed partial initial decision on 

October 1st, maybe October 10th would be considered as, the 

time of determination of all regulatory approvals. being re

ceived.  

Now. assuming that to be a start, can you count the 

date and give us a figure for date of cessation,of termina

tion of once--through cooling.  

MR. SACK: We have to spread it out and calculate.  

it and see how construction intervals go.. If it is December 

.st '76, which seems. a; reasonable date now, then, it would 

obvious.y come to be May 1, 1980,." 

Now I am not sure whether it is a month-to-month 

delay because we have this winter lag oroblem which is de-

scribed in the correspondene. But we.would have to lay out 

the schedule and see what it would be.  

CHAIRf,-UAN JENSCH: Would you work on that in the 

recess while we are in -

MR. SACK: What-date do you want us to use for 

receiving all regulatory approvals?.  

CHAIRMAN JENSC[1: Well, let's see Columbus Day is
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October 12th; let's use that as a date for determination that 

might be made on all regulatory approvals.  

MR. SACK: It is hard to work with the middle of.  

the w cek... Shall we say October lst and calculate it? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, that is the magic date for 

your briefs and you don'-t want to say we are not going to 

consider the briefs.  

MR. SACK: We will do it for October 12th.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  

MR. SACK: And Mr. Dambra is here and he can do 

it very quickly.

CHAIRt*AN.JENSCH: You keep that speed in mind for 

construction all the way. I think that will be very helpful, 

too.  

We find some difference in the clock on the wall 

and what wez have understood to be the Greenwich time .  

MR. SACK: I wanted to say one other thinq. In 

discussing dates for the hearing, we are somewhat at a loss 

as to what issues precisely are going to be raised. We don't 

know what questions the Board has to ask and what specific 

matters. the parties have. We have set forth our views ex

tensively in the orrespondence and to some extent, how much 

time we need for the hearing depends upon the extent of the 

issues that are going to be reuui.rcd to be addressed.  

CHA.IRf!AN .JENSC[-: Some of these things ue will
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have to kind of. expect. a certain flexibility among the parties 

and that they can deal with these questions when they arise 

at.,theli.caring.. I would just say offhand that. I infer that 

the [udson River AssociLation wou d disa roe wit h everything 

that was written. From that-disagreement, perhaps you can 

surmise: what the issues are.. And we don't have to write them 

out in w 6rds. You can just proceed from there as year I, 

that-they disagree with what vou have written.  

Now does that help-you kind of prepare what you 

might come in with? 

Let"s use the clock there as our guide. It is a 

little of:f, but at this time, let's recess to reconvene in 

this room at 11:40, according to the c:lock on the wall.  

(.Recess..)
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CHAIRINAN JENSCi Please come to order.  

The Board has reviewed consideration of the 

several matters,, some of the several matters, that. have: been 

presented here;. and in an endeavor to-expedite this case 

as -rapidly as possible, wiTh due consideration to the rights 

and concerns. of all parties, we, will now try to-suggest a 

schedule to the parties that will permit us to accomplish thosE 

objectives.  

We will hope that the parties will be able to 

submit to us on October' 1 a proposed partial initial decision 

for the pre.Ferred alternative closed cycle cooling system 

for installation at Indian Point Station No. 2, and that 

being a natural draft wet cooling. tower..  

We would- like to announce now that on October 6 

at a publi.c hearing to be:, held here in White Plains -- if we 

can get- space, we hope -- an opportunity- fo'r all oersons 

to submit statements by way of limited appearance respecting 

the matters that will be under consideration.  

We have taken note of the statements by both 

Applicant and Regulatory Staff that there are persons who 

desire , to present statements by way of limited appearance.  

The subject of cooling towers was:, of course, 

quite extensively considered. in the earlier, previous hearings 

involving Indian Point No. 2; and we have had the impression 

that the public has followed the matter. I think, if I
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-recall correctly, that there was some exception made during 

the course of hearings, a statement-by the Village of Buchanan 

if E..recall. In any event, while it may seem like a 

duplation of opportunity ,to present statements, by wAy of 

limited appearance, the Board is desirous of according that 

opportuni ty as, indicated in the order convening the special 

prehearing conference.. And this public notice is given on 

the transcript now; a later order will be issued.  

But notice is now given out to the public that 

we will, if space can be procured for a start of an evidentiar, 

session on October 6, 1976, which will be devoted td the 

presentation of statements by way of limited appearance.  

On October 7 we would proceed to a presentation 

of evidence respecting' all matters related to the Final 

Etnvironmental Statement, including: those concerns indicated 

by the State of. New York as well as: a presentation we; would.  

like, the Board would like, from the parties' in reference 

to a further alternative, that Mr. Briggs .will describe.  

MR. BRIGGS: I am not going to describe a further 

alternative, but in Comment 21., New York State Department of 

Environmental. Conservation, I believe, suggested 'that if there 

were not land enough at the site to install a cooling pond 

with a power sprayment module, this might possibly be done in 

the river; that is, that part of the river be set aside for 

use as a cooling facility.
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It seems. to me at one time there was a .proposal 

to establish a f,airly large area in the river through which 

water would be drawn to the inlet intakes to.the plant, to 

screen out fish and eggs and larvae and that sort of thing,.  

The Staff has in a matter of two or three sentences dispbsed 

of -that suggestion..  

And it seems-to me- that it might be worthwhile 

to tell more about why the. suggestion is not practical:, and 

what the considerations were that led to preferring other 

-- the cooling tower, for instance -- as opposed to this 

particular suggestion..  

And I believe it was not only the Department o-f 

Environmental Conservation that asked that Question, but I 

believe there were other comments on the Draft Environmental 

Statement.that were. similar to this one; and.:it just: seemed 

to me that it deserves:a: bit. more- a,ttention than it seems to

have received in the FES.  

CHAIRLN JENSCH: And the Board would contemplate 

a further evidentiary. session would be.held at a later time 

later to be scheduled On the other matters .in reference to 

due diligence and that sort of thing, that has been identified 

here somewhat this morning.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, would it be in order 

now for the Staf to resnond to the proposed schedule? 

CHAIRMAN JENSC-H: Yes.
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MR.. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, two items: in respect 

to the proposed partial initial decision, it i.s the Staff's 

view that the proposed p.artiaI initil. decision should 

follow, r-ather than precede,, liimited appearances and.  

cvide tiarv sCssiori.  

CHAIP4AN JENSCH: You. may well do that;. you. may 

accept that as. a premise.  

MR. LEWIS:- I am not clear, Mr. Chairman, vou have 

as of now called for the submission of proposed partial 

initial decision? 

CHAIRMAN -JENSCH:. Right..  

MR. LEWIS:_ For the parties in advance of the 

evidentiary session? 

CHAIPAN JENSCH: That is correct; but that does not 

mean it is-. going-to be islsued.  

MR.LEWTS Correct, Mr. Chairman; however, it. is 

Staf.f-'s-position that the proposed partial initial decision 

should follow the receipt of the- evidence: which you have 

tentatively se. d-own for the 6th. and 7th of October..  

CHAIRMAN: JENSCH: Yes, if there is any supplement 

that seems to be desirable, we will set a date for that at 

the close of the evidentiarv session..  

We realize we cannot control a partial initial 

decis-ion by way of limited appearances; they are not 

evidentiary in character.
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MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, the second problem is 

a practical one with the October 6 and 7 date, and that is 

my availability.: I am going to bc tied, up in another 

hearing on, that week'. in Wisconsin;- and while I am not the 

only Staff Counsel involved in'the proceeding, it does present 

some. further problems to us.  

And we are wondering if a later date during the 

month of October might not be more feasible, perhaps during 

the week of October 25? 

CHAI.RMAN JENSCH: Well, there is another proceeding 

that.may be-pending about that time.; and it seems to be within 

the range of-priority prescribed by the Commission -- I. do 

not think we should prejudice that possible schedule by that..  

I -do want to pay tribute to your associate counsel 

here today;. Mr. Michael Grainey seems to be able to move 

from. proceeding- to-proceeding. He seems. to have quite a 

background, I understand, with ConEdison up here this summer.

I. am sure he can pick up the fish problem and environmental 

concerns. .1 am. sure you would recognize his equal ability 

with yourself? 

MR. LEWIS: I certainly agree to that.  

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: So I am glad he is here today 

to get the. background of our considerations; and we will 

expect that he would carry on in your absence if Wisconsin 

has you. snowbound.
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MR. LEWIS: And, Mr. Chairman, I believe-that 

you are talking about a: proposal from the parties as to the 

content of a. partial initial decision, recognizing in those 

pro-posals tim L. the evitn. ia cy session. may. pr oduce additional.  

mzfa LLecrs wt. (. -mii t C1(:i.!.cj Fe stlf:) .erncn I on 'F the par t:ies:a 

proposal;, and then-upon proceeding thereon- with an initial 

partial decision on those matters? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Board will decide that 

phase of it la:ter.  

MR. LEWIS: Fine..  

With that understanding the Staff might wish to 

supp.lem.ent its proposed partial. initial decision, I have no 

.very strong objections to that.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Good..  

We will fix a date, however,• for bringing., all these 

legal issues that the. parties would like to brief, and. list 

all issues you can think of'-- federal preemption, the authorit 

of the court to issue orders, and anything else you can think 

of. I_ don't know. that they will necessarily be received by 

the Board, but I think the parties should have the full free

dome in an expedited case to brief everything they can think 

of, if they think. it is something we should be thinking about; 

and whether we accept those suggestions, we will have to 

decide later.

What date do you ind convenient? Perhaps
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Applicant should proceed first? There are quite a few problems 

as. I recall your statement.  

-MR . -SACK:,- Well, :I think Applicant's position has

already. been seL, for-th in lthu correspon1dence

(11[AI NNAN ,TINS(.VlI.: S tal ' I- a(la i.n , piea s , and 

save us time in- digging out the- papers.  

When would you like to get a brief in, and is there 

anything else you would like to bring up? 

MR. SACK:. I think the Fishermen have to submit 

the brief first. We still don't know in what respects they 

disagree..  

CHAIRM.'AN. JENSCH: I thought their letter the other 

day implied that everything you've written, they disagree with.  

They said about the only thing that -

MR. SACK: They- seem to, agree.an NRC proceeding 

is aIn,.( sential prerequisite. They.did.not .seem. to..disagree 

with anything except. the Village of 'Buchanan.  

On the assumption, that that, is: the. only issue of 

disagreement, suppose we say wesubmit a brief-two weeks from 

today -- simultaneous briefs for all parties two weeks, from 

today? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let's t ake an initial brief 

from Applicant a week from today -- or did you say two weeks? 

MR. SACK: I said two weeks from today.  

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: All right.
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October 5, the Applicant puts in his brief. on 

October 5; and how about Staff and Hqudson River answering, on.  

a: single date,? 

MS. CHASISI: We would be, prepared to respondv in, 

a week. of the submission of ConEd's brief.  

MR,.- SACK:l Mr. Chairman, I don't see why 

•imultaneous briefing is not appropriate for this. The argu

-ments have all been set. forth extensively.' 

CHAIP AN JENSCH: We'll have to get yours first.  

Thank'you. October 12 is the date on which Hudson River 

Fishermen Association and Regulatory Staff and State of New 

York will submit a brief.  

MR. LEWIS: Let me speak for Staff on that: 

I don't think we can make the date of October 12, 

but Iet me preface, my -statement with the following: Mr.  

Chairman, it, would: be the Staff:'s belief. that the* question 

of -scheduling-- let me- rephrase tha-t.  

The question. of whether or not other regulatory 

approvals have, been obtained, by. tb-e licensee is a matter which 

in the S-taff:'s view goes solely 'to scheduling• of the

construction-of the cooling tower. We would see no reason 

why a determination of tho-se matters could not be. handled 

after a hearing on determination of the question. of choice 

of tower..  

On that basis, Staff would propose a schedule



" 9 1 that would allow us to come to the evidentiary hearing on 

2 the partial initial decision-and in fact review' that record 

3 and, see, whether or not we need to supp lement our proposal 

4 of October .1s.t. And the n- perhaps on, October 29 we would beL 

5 ab .. to .brie f L. mat Le r oI L-h o ther reqia 1to ry approvals.  

.6 in- that manner it would enable-the Board to expedite the 

71 decision on -the more limited issues raised by the partial 

81 initial decision, and then set down for a subs:equent 

9 consideration the matter of scheduling.  

10 MS. CHASIS: Mr. Chairman, I would like to 

11 respectfully disagree with what -Mr. Lewis has said for the 

12 simple reason I think the question of whether regulatory 

13 approvals have been received is critical in terms of assuring 

14 that commencement of construction begins; and it seems that 

15 both the decision- of type of system and the approvals goes 

16 to. that commencement of. construction ; whereas,. the: question 

17 of determination- of date is one that is' not as pressing for 

18 decision and could be. deferred until after the evidentiary 

19. hear'in.g and decision: on the type- of system and regulatory 

.0201 approval is issued.  

21. So that I would recommend - a hearing schedule 

2211 which -- two weeks for submission of Condsbrief, and then 

23 a week for submission by the other parties in-the proceeding.  

24 MR. KUHN: Your Honor, T would. just like to also 

W Federal Reporters, Inc.  

25i give New York State's approval to the schedule, and although
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it does seem to be a rapid schedule, I think it is warranted.  

by fforce of the circumstance or the fact that the issues that 

are to be addressed. are really issues -that have been be-forle.  

the parties for some considerable period, and we have already 

excha'n'ged a' cons i:de rab nunrhe o docunent LS concerning. these 

issues..  

..And therefore, in sort of tying up the loose 

ends.and putting it in one package is what we are asking 

for. And I think that in terms of the date proposed, and in 

view of the need to get an expeditious resolution of-A) the

type of closed cycle cooling and B) the very basic question 

of whether regulatory approvals-- all regulatory approvals 

-- have been obtained -- before we even look at the 

scheduling question is, necessary.  

I would submit. and, the State would submit that.that 

is: an. appropriate schedule.  

CHAIR.AN JENSCH: There is one correction i 

want. to make. As Mr. Briggs pointed out in our conference 

he does not desire all of the data that has been exchanged 

among the parties since thel last hearing on the7 R&D program 

and the fish. And if you. could send a list of what has 

been sent, and a description of what each contains, perhaps.  

he could make a selection; and Dr. Daiber could review the 

matter.

MR. SACK: Does that include environmental
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studies or just the cooling tower studies? 

MR. BRiGS: Well, while I have the opportunity 

here, ther.e are several things that, I. would 
li]e" to. get, and 

.'I must say :ia L they, are not all concerned with this, 

.procceding. I will jusL Lake the opportunity Lo ask for 

the documents for another proceeding, also..  

I have a copy of' the December 1974 Environmental 

Report that was .prepared by ConEd for selection of a 

closed cycle system. According to a letter that I received 

some time after that, there was a Supplement 1 that was sent 

to the Staff; and I do not have a copy of Supplement 1.  

I would like to have a copy of Supplement 1.  

I would also like to have -- and this may be 

very difficult -- if it is, well, I don't think it should 

be difficult,- but if it is., maybe we can compromise-a bit-

a list: of reports by ConEd and its, con-tractors and others

that have been used by ConEd . These reports are resulting 

from the ecological studies since the issuance of the 

December 1974 Environmental. Report.  

In other words, you have had studies going on. for 

sometime and the other utilities in the area have had' studies 

going on, and, presumably, there have been reports issued 

as a result of those studies.  

And I. would just like to have a list of the 

reports and the date that these reoorts were issued, and they
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should be reports that are relevant to the environmental 

effects of Indian Point 1, 2 and 3, and I am not necessarily 

concerned: only- with 1, 2 and 3;: if there: are reports from 

other utilities -vou have been invo0lved in-, I would: like to 

just have a list of 'those reports. But: only those since 

December- 1974-.  

Now, with regard to another proceeding, I have 

not received a copy of-the Applicant's Environmental Report 

of June 1975 that deals with the request for an extension 

of operation. And it would be helpful for me to get a copy 

of that report..  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, I wonder if all members of 

the .Board might get a copy of that particular. document, 

please? 

MR., SACK: There is a supplement to that, too.  

:MR. BRIGGS:- Well,, if- there is a supplement , we'd 

like, to have copies of the supplements.  

M,1. SACK-: Very good, sir.  

There:is just one other matter: Could i reques~t 

changing that October 5 date to October 6?- I see that 

October 4 is. a holiday, religious holiday; and I would 

appreciate having it on October 6.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right, October 6 is fixed 

as the date for Applicant's brief.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, given the vagaries of

I
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the: mail I believe that if the Applicant's brief were- filed 

on the. 6th, the filing-date of. the 12th for the Staff -- we 

might. not even have it in hand.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If it's October 6,r he'll:.  

probably hand it-to you right here.  

MR. LEWIS':,- That's true.  

(Laughter.)i 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well..  

The 13th we will fix as the date for the Reg

Staff.

MR. LEWIS: 13th? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes..  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes? 

MR. TROSTEN: Since we are not. going. to have 

simultaneous briefs, may, we have a,-

CHAIRM AN JENSCH: Reply brief? The 15th? All

right?

MR. TROSTEN: Could we have a little bit longer 

than that, sir? It is going to be a littlebit tight.  

CHAIRIMAN JENSCH: How loose do you want it? 

MR. TROSTEN: Well, I would suggest if October 12th 

is the time, that we take -- October 12 is a Tuesday, if we 

could have the 19th, sir? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well, October 19 is the
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date for Applicant's reply brief.  

Is this about as far as we can go at this ore

hearing conference? 

MR. !KUHN: Your Honor, I guess it is a little 

uncertain in my mind, and I would seek clarification concern

ing the su'bject matter of the briefs, and. the reply: br-iefs...  

Are these limited to the question of whether all reg 

approvals have been received by ConEd, or will they also 

extend to this scheduling issue? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, the briefing that I 

understood was requested this morning are the issues we 

would take up at the evidentiary hearing; and so that. could 

be as broad as Applicant feels his initial brief should be; 

and the answers can expand or modify upon that.  

And if- it includes scheduling- and regulatory 

approvals,. why, include them.  

MR. KUHN: So it is a full-scope brief, but, 

obviously, since you have set hearings for october 6 and 7, 

which deal with presenta~tion of evidence concerning the 

FES, that: is one matter that would not be dealt with in those 

briefs.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, that is correct.  

MR. BRIGGS: There is another matter concerning 

the FES which Probably does not bear very heavily on the 

selection of the appropriate closed cycle cooling system; but
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in the past I have asked the question: are. there areas 

between Indian Point and the seashore.where the salt deposi

tion rate, ..natural. salt. deposition rate, is- likely tobe 

about the same:, as: any salt deposition rate at. Indian. Point.; 

and if there are such areas, what'has been the effect of 

salt d!position there: on hemlock and dogwood and-other 

sensitive plants? 

Now,. I see occasionally mention of the effect 

-of salt spray close to the ocean on such plants, but-nobody 

seems to have looked really very carefully, I think, at 

whether one can correlate information on natural salt 

deposition situations with the situation that is expected 

at Indian Point.  

And I would like for someone to address that 

subject in: connection with, the, questions on the Final 

Environmental. Staltement.

In other words, can you take a 'natural situation 

where the salt deposition rates are those that one expects 

at Indian. Point, and look there and see what has happened 

to hemlocks and dogwood to see, whether they have been badly 

affected, or whether any exist in those areas.  

CHAIPKAN JENSCH: In that connection, Mr. Briggs, 

would you like to have. the gentleman come in with a 

calculation again, that he gave I think at our last session 

about salt deposition?
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MR. BRIGGS:,. No,. I am satisfied the information on 

salt deposition rate; it is the effect of salt deposition rate 

on plants..  

CI[A.L[ AN JENSCI: Is t here a ny o-her matter we 

can take up at this sess ion of the hearing? 

(No response from the parties.) 

VOICE FROM SPECTATOR SECTION: I am Mr.. D'Alvia, 

I am representing the Village of Buchanan. I don't know if it 

is proper to note that the Village will .be appearing in a 

limited capacity to make statements, a the hearing. I don't 

know if it's all right to put that in the record or not.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It's all right, I am: glad you 

did.  

But any person who has not made his request at this 

time is not precluded from making a statement so that the.  

public: should know that, they need not have been here in order 

to. make the request.  

Is there any: other matter- we can take up at. this 

session? 

(No..response.) 

If not, thank you;. this prehearing- conference is 

now precluded.  

(Whereupon at 12:07 p.m-m., Wednesday, 22 September 

1976, the hearing was adjourned.)
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